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NTU helps
to clean lake
in Sri Lanka
Project uses canna
plant to get rid of
pollutants in water
By LIN ZHAOWEI
KANDY (Sri Lanka) – As a teenager,
he would quicken his pace when he
passed the polluted Kandy Lake and
the Mid-Canal on his way to school.
Some 20 years later, when Dr
Shameen Jinadasa returned to his
hometown after his postgraduate
studies in Singapore and Japan, he
decided to do something about it.
With the help of researchers from
the Nanyang Technological University (NTU), the 38-year-old embarked
on an ambitious project to clean up
the 18ha lake in the sacred city – a
Unesco World Heritage Site.
“When I walked past the lake in
my younger days, I sometimes saw
dead fish and algae formations in
Kandy Lake, and the Mid-Canal was
also very dirty,” said Dr Shameen,
who started teaching at the University of Peradeniya in Kandy in 2010.
With a growing residential population and greater commerce, the waterway has become a dumping
ground for anything from bottles to
animal parts from the slaughterhouse. “I thought that it’s not good
for the environment and our
health,” he told Singapore reporters
who visited the lake as part of a trip
last week sponsored by NTU’s Nanyang Environment and Water
Research Institute (NEWRI).
Since 2010, he has been working
with NEWRI to find a cost-effective
solution. They came up with “floating wetlands” that look like ornamental floating flowerbeds.
The way it works is that each
“wetland”, measuring 1.8m by 1.2m,
is covered with plants that help to

trap river sediment and absorb pollutants such as nitrogen.
Dr Shameen and his team from
the University of Peradeniya used
cannas as the natural “filter”. The
flowering plant, native to the region, was found in experiments to
absorb up to 60 per cent of pollutants within four days. It is also pleasing to the eye – an important consideration because the lake is one of the
country’s top tourist spots.
Currently, three pilot plots are
floating near an inlet at the lake’s
south-east. Another 17 will be up
within the next three to four
months. Eventually, 100 in total will
be installed, costing about $40,000.
The NTU-University of Peradeniya project is funded by the philanthropic Lien Foundation, under a fellowship programme for researchers
working on projects to improve water, sanitation and energy efficiency
in less developed parts of Asia.
Successful candidates work with
NEWRI specialists for up to six
months to develop solutions. Six other projects are under way, including
one in Myanmar to set up clean
water systems at Inle Lake.
The Kandy Lake clean-up will be
a gradual process. Professor Ng
Wun Jern, executive director of NEWRI, said the plants in the three pilot plots look extremely healthy.
“Over time, when the plants
don’t seem so healthy any more, we
know that the water is much cleaner,” he said.
The project is expected to benefit
all 150,000 Kandy residents because
water from the lake and Mid-Canal
flows into the Mahaweli River, the
source of their water.
“So if the water in the river is
clean, the government will spend
less money to treat the water,” said
Dr Shameen. “This will mean less expensive water bills for residents.”
zhaowei@sph.com.sg

Three plots of “floating wetlands” (above, foreground) were installed to filter out pollutants and silt at an inlet to Kandy Lake in central Sri Lanka. Eventually,
100 of them will be installed. Such wetlands are also used elsewhere in the world, including Singapore and the United States. ST PHOTO: LIN ZHAOWEI

NTU-Sri Lankan varsity tie-up
NANYANG Technological University (NTU)
students will benefit from more overseas field
work opportunities, with a new tie-up with a top
university in Sri Lanka.
Last Monday, a memorandum of
understanding was signed between NTU and the
University of Peradeniya in Sri Lanka’s Kandy
city. It will provide for staff and student
collaborations in the area of environmental
engineering.
NTU president Bertil Anderssen told reporters
that non-engineering students – such as those
from humanities and media studies – will have a
chance to participate in the tie-up, as
environmental issues have to be addressed from
many perspectives. “It’s important to know that
there is a cultural context in addition to the
technological context,” he said.
The upcoming Lee Kong Chian School of
Medicine at NTU could be involved as well, as
contaminated water is among the biggest killers
in the world, he added.
Prof Anderssen emphasised the need for
students to have hands-on experience in addition
to class and laboratory work. “When you talk
about the environment, you have to have a real
case... Sri Lanka is a fantastic student
laboratory,” he said.
He also revealed that he is thinking of setting
up a school for environmental and earth science
at NTU, hopefully in the next three years. This is
because he expects demand for expertise in such
areas to rise. He said: “Singapore has all the
chances in the world to create an environmental
industry, and have environmental start-ups.”

A Fashion Modelling class in session at ITE College East. Besides teaching students the fundamentals of modelling, the
elective will also include grooming lessons, such as skincare and make-up. ST PHOTO: CAROLINE CHIA

ITE elective a runway
for aspiring models
By SARA PUA
MOST students carry books and
papers in their school bags – but
not Miss Raudha Husni.
In her backpack are a pair of
six-inch heels and a runway-worthy outfit.
Ms Raudha, an ITE College
East (Simei) student, is studying a
new elective module offered by
the school: Fashion Modelling.
“I’ve always been interested in
modelling, and when I heard
about this module, I grabbed the
opportunity and signed up.”
Fifty students have signed up
for the six-month module started
by the school in January, a collaboration between ITE College East
and Carrie Models, a modelling
agency. ITE College East said the
course is aimed at preparing aspiring models to join the industry.
For students, the advantage is
that it is free. Agencies can charge
up to $250 for eight lessons on
basic modelling techniques.
Besides teaching students the
fundamentals of modelling, the
elective will also include grooming – such as how to put on

make-up, proper skincare and posture. This helps improve self-esteem and the way the students carry themselves, the school said.
Another advantage is that students in other classes can
“cross-train” – those in the beauty and hair courses will have
ready models to work on.
There are some requirements:
A minimum height of 1.55m, good
looks and the passion for modelling. However, the school said no
student has been turned away.
To prepare for the course, five
ITE lecturers had to first undergo
a four-day training course conducted at Carrie Models.
Ms Kathy Lee, who is heading
the module, said the lecturers had
to learn both the theoretical and
practical aspects of modelling –
so they practised runway walks
too. “By trying out the walk
first-hand, we will be able to set a
good example for the students, as
well as spot their mistakes more
easily,” she said.
Ms Linda Teo, managing director of Carrie Models, said the
tie-up was an opportunity for the
agency to see young and fresh tal-

ent: “This module acts as a training ground for the students, to
prepare them for the real world.”
For ITE College East student
Tharani Karthikesu, 18, the modelling classes are an opportunity to
pursue her ambition. She has been
paying for private modelling classes, but this module means she can
“pursue her dream at no cost”.
Another student, Ms Abigail
Quah, 19, said the module would
enable her to challenge the stereotype view that petite models are
not suitable for runway shows.
The 46kg Ms Quah who is 1.54m
tall did not meet the height requirement, but her passion for
modelling helped gain her entry into the class, she said.
On teaching this unusual class,
Ms Lee said: “At first, the students were a bit shy and self-conscious when walking down the catwalk. However, they gained confidence after a while and soon strutted confidently.”
Said Ms Raudha: “This module
has definitely boosted my
self-confidence, as well as helped
me become more well-groomed.”
sarapua@sph.com.sg

“

AN AGE-OLD PROBLEM
When I walked past the lake in my
younger days, I sometimes saw dead
fish and algae formations in Kandy
Lake.
– Dr Shameen Jinadasa (left)
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